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Cover Letter
Submission for publication:
Clinical pharmacy activities in chronic kidney disease and end-stage renal disease patients: A systematic literature review.
By Gunar Stemer and Rosa Lemmens-Gruber

Vienna, 18.07.2011

Dear Editor.

The following changes have been made:

.) The references were checked to be in numerical order.
.) A functioning link for Reference 2 was provided and the reference was adapted.
.) The shading in Table 2 removed.
.) Table 4 was divided into columns.
.) A title for Figure 1 was provided.
.) The affiliation details were amended.
.) The second title page was removed on page 2.
.) In the References’ section the term “et al.” was removed in one reference as there were no further authors.
.) All merged cells in the tables were separated again.
.) The manuscript was once again checked for any spelling mistakes.

Thank you very much for the feedback.

Sincerely,
Gunar Stemer